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From the Vicar

From the Team 3

During lockdown I have been doing

study nights via Zoom. One of the

subjects we looked at was Praying the

Psalms. The material for this study was

from a talk that the Reverend Richard

Peers gave to the Anglo Catholic hui

that I attended a few months ago.

Out of the many aspects of praying the

psalms the one that stood out the most

for me was the idea that the Pslams

give us a language for prayer. Of course

a lot of prayers in our Prayer book come

from the Psalms. But often when we are

doing our personal prayers we

sometimes don’t have the words to

express how we feel. What is so

remarkable about the psalms is they

contain such a wide-ranging expression

of human emotions. From love to hate,

anger to joy, despair and hopefulness.

I have found myself reading the Psalms

more during this time of lockdown. And

it has in fact given me a way of

expressing how I feel. And most

importantly bringing these feelings and

concerns before God. Whatever you may

be feeling at the moment I encourage

you to read the Psalms and use them as

way to express how you are feeling. I

know this current lockdown has affected

us alot more than the last one. As we

look back to those ancient words of the

Psalms we realise that our feelings are

not new or even unusual. In difficult

times we want to express our feelings.

Using the Psalms in this way reminds

us all that God was with those writers

just as he is with us today. May you

know something of God’s comfort during

this trying time. In Christ, Jordan

Everyone agrees: this lock down is way harder

than the ones last year. First of all it’s been

much longer and, secondly the weather hasn’t

been great. We’ve seen the odd days

promising spring but then get a cold blast to

remind us we are not there yet. This is no

longer a novelty and seems endless. For

several of us who have families overseas, it’s

been an age since we were able to see them.

Yes the borders did open briefly but did we

want to take the risk of being trapped and not

able to return home. With the current fiasco

at the MIQ centres, travel and visiting

families seem along way off yet.

Being a pensioner means we don’t have to

worry about losing our jobs and we get our

pensions regardless. However you have to feel

for those people whose jobs and businesses are

at risk. The debt to bail some out is

skyrocketing and of great concern,

particularly for future generations. The

biggest concern for many at this time is

mental health. Those living alone face

loneliness. Parents are trying to work while

schooling and living cooped up with children

24/7. Others are worried about their jobs and

finances. Most are doing “the right thing” and

being frustrated by those breaking the rules

But still life goes on. Babies are being born,

people are having birthdays or should be

celebrating other milestones. Some are

getting sick and requiring treatment or

hospitalisation and a few are dying. These

events cant be supported or shared in the

usual ways and so the stress grows. On the

positive side we now have technology to

connect to each other. We are able to see each

other as well as talk. Business techniques are

evolving and many children are learning “on

line”. We know that our grandchildren are

much more tech savvy than us.

We need to take time to give thanks to those

essential workers who are take care of our

needs – food, health, transport, and safety -

and pray for their continued safety and

health. Please be kind to each other, reach out

to others, particularly to those who are on

their own, and get vaccinated if you are able.

The sooner we reach our 90% target, the

quicker we can treat this virus like the ‘flu’

and resume normal life.

Keep safe,

Jean Green

People's Warden
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From the Wardens

From the Team 4

I have been lucky enough to go to

work since 18th August (we have

only 3 workstations at home, and

they are all taken!). The best

thing about level 4 is that you get

a whole bus to yourself (Level 3

you typically have to share the

bus with one other passenger!).

At work I’m fortunate to share an

office with a gaggle of boisterous

surgical registrars and their

energy – like the coronavirus- is

infectious. They always seem to

be excited to have chopped out

someone’s cancer or sewn up the

innards of a stabbing victim.

There is also an energy within the

surgical services as the urgent

cancer patients continue to get

their operations despite work

bubble restrictions and staff

having to self-isolate.

But the delta outbreak has

unintended consequences. A colleague

– a highly trained cancer nurse

specialist – returned home to the UK

last week to a family emergency- and

has no NZ MIQ spot booked for her

return. We are not sure when we will

see her next. Her team’s workload just

went up 30%.

The 10% of hospital staff

unvaccinated will have to be re-

deployed, and all those hard-working

nurses and doctors have huge leave

balances to use once restrictions lift.

I’m looking forward to All Saints

returning to level 1 worship,

meetings, and social events.

Like the hospital we will have to deal

with unintended consequences such

as rebalancing our financial budget

and reorganizing our calendar.

Rosters will have to accommodate

people’s desire to escape Auckland for

a long break.

However, the great thing about level 1

will be the energy that we will bring

to our gatherings, be they worship or

social. Like the coronavirus, that

energy is infectious, and I can’t wait

to get a dose of it!

Michael Burnell

Vicar’s Warden
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REFLECTIONS ON THIS 
TIME OF CHANGE

6

As I have been thinking about the

enormity of change we face in our society

today, it’s easy to see why there is such a

high level of anxiety in the population.

Not only is our health of body at risk

from poverty and the pandemic, but also

our health of mind from the fear of

unemployment and loss of daily contact

with friends, neighbours, community

groups – even in the more disturbing

quality of our dreams at night.

Depression and anger easily set in when

we lose hope for the future. Add to that,

the severe effects of climate change

around the world, including here in NZ

the increasing violence of storms,

droughts, wildfires, floods, coastal

erosion… It seems that God’s creation is

taking revenge on us for centuries of

mindless exploitation. How can we

survive it all? And how can we be

responsible stewards of the earth and all

its marvellous array of creatures? We

can feel overwhelmed by all the

problems facing us.

For some time I have been reading

theological books about Creation

Spirituality, especially the works of Dr

Matthew Fox, an Episcopal priest-

scholar-activist in California, who was

expelled from the Dominican Order of

the Catholic Church by Pope Benedict in

1993. He has researched and promoted

the writings of many of the mediaeval

saints and mystics of the Catholic

Church – including women leaders such

as Hildegard of Bingen. He has

uncovered an alternative paradigm of

Christian faith, based less on atonement

for Original Sin, and more on affirming

God’s Creative Energy at work in every

aspect of the world. He titled his major

book, “Original Blessing,” published in

1983, as a direct contrast to the heavy

focus on sin. And has published over 30

books expanding on this theme.

Fox uses an ancient pattern to define

four Paths of human experience: the Via

Positiva, when we give thanks for life

and the beauty around us; the Via

Negativa, the time of suffering, letting

go, emptiness; the Via Creativa, when

God through the Holy Spirit is “making

all things new;” and the Via

Transformativa, when we find ourselves

part of a more just and harmonious life.

This pattern has obvious parallels with

the seasons of Nature.

Continued next page
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Margaret Bowater

Matthew Fox, Priest, 
Theologian



Applying this pattern to our current
situation in NZ, it seems we are on a
transition from Via Negativa to Via
Creativa. We have to let go of many past
patterns: fossil-fuelled transport; everyone
owning a home; working in communal
offices; paying by cash; annual travels to
explore the world; large cruise-ships;
writing letters by hand; encyclopaedia sets;
big events for entertainment; and more are
looming up all the time.

On the other hand, new technologies are
opening new opportunities: digital
communication systems; electric vehicles;
cellphones; cashless payments; virtual
business meetings; overseas trips – to
Stewart Island; new drug-treatments, tests
and vaccines; facial masks; online
education courses at every level; respect for
Maori language and history; tiny homes;
regenerative farming methods; contactless
shopping …

Not all new things are necessarily good,
of course, but we must continually adapt as
life goes on. Learning is now a lifelong
requirement. We must also become global
citizens, able to co-exist with people of
different cultures and religions. The
challenges are enormous. But we are a
pilgrim people, and we trust that God is
with us as we walk into the unknown.

7



Mother’s Union
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On Friday August 6th, Mothers Union groups in the

Diocese, from as far as Te Kauwhata, celebrated Mary

Sumner day with a service in the Selwyn Chapel at the

cathedral, taken by Rev Anne Moody, followed by a

shared lunch in the Monteith Centre. All Saints Mothers

Union was represented by our leader, Pamela Ferry,

Margaret Jones, and Christine Ball.

At the service, we had a very impressive speaker, Mrs

Ranjna Patel QSM ONZM, who told us her life story. She

was raised in Auckland above her family’s fruit shop,

and was married in India when very young, to her doctor

husband, born and raised in India. It was an arranged

marriage, and has been a very successful and happy one

Her husband originally planned to become a

specialist in Auckland, but was told back then by

other doctors that no-one would refer patients to

him, because he was Indian. He was advised to

offer GP services to the Indian community. So he

set up a GP practice in Otara. Together, he and

Ranjna, who has always run the administrative

side, built up a whole chain of GP clinics, known as

Tamaki Health. Now they are grandparents, and

Ranjna has received two honours for her

community work.
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Ranjna told us about the community service they

have established, known as Gandhi Nivas

(Gandhi Home in Hindi). There are now three

houses in Auckland, which provide refuge for

men who have been violent in the family home.

Instead of removing the wife and children, the

man is taken out of the situation, treated kindly,

given food and accommodation, counselling, and

education about New Zealand laws protecting

women and children. They learn that men and

women are more equal in New Zealand, and they

are shown how to cook group meals. The service

was originally planned for Indian men only, but

the Police asked that it be extended to include

men of all ethnicities. Thousands of men have

now been helped to change their behaviour.

Ranjna, who is Hindu, enjoyed being part of a

Christian church service. She commented that

she saw more similarities than differences in the

Bible readings, prayers and hymns.

Over lunch, we were able to meet Ranjna, and

continue discussing social issues in our

community. It was a most enjoyable day.



Lifetime badge 
ceremony
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At the June Mother’s Union service

current and former leader Pamela

Ferry and Margaret Jones received

their Lifetime membership badges

and certificates. This was a

celebration of their long

commitment to Mother’s Union.
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Jocelyn Windsor holding some

of the knitted booties that she

and others made for

vulnerable children.



Lockdown in the Garden

12

Dennis George

2
One of the few good things

about the Covid lockdown is

that our garden has never

looked better, plus it’s good for

the body and soul to be outside

digging, pruning, weeding and

tidying.

The clivias and kowhai are

flowering, along with the rata.

Wood pigeons, tuis, rosellas,

blackbirds and silver eyes are

bountiful and good company.



Lorelle has taken these photos

to give you an idea of what the

garden is looking like at the

moment. If anyone would like

to come and have a look once

we reach Level 2 you are most

welcome.

Without the garden our

repeating lockdowns would

have been so much more

stressful! And I would have

been harder to live with than

usual!!



Memories from 
travels in the 'Good 
old Days’

Jeannie Kennedy

So off we went for nearly 5 weeks. John stayed home
to keep the home fires burning. It was strictly a
'budget' trip, Roslyn had a fullsized back pack, I had
the biggest pack I could carry, about the size most
college students carry. Honestly, I am sure I have been
on holidays before with a bigger sponge bag! I had the
set of clothes I was wearing, and enough to mix and
match 2 more outfits.

We took off, bound for London via Singapore, with
Roslyn in the window seat, me in the middle and a
strange man in the aisle seat. (Obviously pre- Covid
days) We had hardly settled in, when the hostess
brought around orange juice and nuts. We hit an air
pocket, and the man spilt his orange juice.......... all
down me. Not good, 20 minutes into the big
adventure, and one set of clothes needing a wash. We
spent 2 hours in Singapore, Roslyn and I propping
each other up like bookends, as we tried to nap. Onto
another plane, different bloke sitting beside me. We
were served dinner, complete with glass of wine.
Different air pocket, his glass tipped on it's side.

We took off, bound for London via Singapore, with
Roslyn in the window seat, me in the middle and a
strange man in the aisle seat (Obviously pre- Covid
days).

Jordan asked for memories
of travels, maybe some more
carefree moments. This
immediately came to mind of
when my daughter, Roslyn,
and I 'did' Scotland and
Ireland n 2002. She had
come home early from her
O.E after 9/11 happened the
year before, and hadn't been
to Scotland or Ireland.

14
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We had hardly settled in, when the hostess brought

around orange juice and nuts. We hit an air pocket,

and the man spilt his orange juice.......... all down me.

Not good, 20 minutes into the big adventure, and one

set of clothes needing a wash. We spent 2 hours in

Singapore, Roslyn and I propping each other up like

bookends, as we tried to nap. Onto another plane,

different bloke sitting beside me. We were served

dinner, complete with glass of wine. Different air

pocket, his glass tipped on it's side.

I was older and wiser by now, and shifted smartly

aside so that the wine went down on the floor between

us. While I was congratulating myself, in his haste to

pick the glass up, he knocked the bottom of it in my

direction, and yes, it still had wine in it. The heaters in

the London hostel dried my clothes very efficiently.

After a couple of days in London, we went by bus

overnight to Edinburgh, (an experience we didn't learn

from, as we later in the trip went overnight by ferry to

Belfast, and that had a border crossing in it as well),

and from there 'MacBackpacked' around Scotland.

At my advance age compared to the rest of the

passengers, I became 'Ma' of the bus......... and that's

another story!

Edinburgh Castle
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Travelers’ Tales
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As a tourist, you hope that you will not have to encounter the

local police in the country you are visiting, either as an

unwitting transgressor or in requiring their help after a

robbery or suchlike. However, here are some lighter memories:

In Tokyo, September 2003, watching the immaculately white-

gloved, dark-uniformed traffic policemen with their whistles,

keeping the busy morning traffic flowing efficiently between

hordes of dark-suited Japanese salarymen and women

scuttling to work.

Eric Bowater

•Margaret photographed me standing at one entranceway to

Windsor Castle in October 2005, in a group of London bobbies with

their traditional helmets---but wearing flak jackets and with

submachinegun in hand!

In Italy, two nice-looking young carabinieri—one male, one

female—arrived in one of the amazingly foreshortened Mercedes

“Smart Cars” to patrol around the Trevi fountain in Rome on a hot

day in September 2003. The pair willingly posed for my camera.

Seconds later, a fierce blast from the female cop’s whistle

persuaded a sunbathing yobbo not to go for a swim in the

fountain’s inviting water!

At Giza in September 2000, beside the Egyptian pyramids, two

camel-mounted security police in white tunics suddenly chased

away an illegal trader, shouting at him and whacking him and his

camel from behind with a switch (it was like “Keystone Kops on

Kamels”!).

On the station platform at Guangzhou, southern China, arriving

from Hongkong in September 2005 for our short visit. I was so

impressed with the modern, smooth, high-acceleration double-

decker train that I wanted a photo of the electric locomotive.

Immediately a posse of green/khaki/red-clad policemen left me in

no doubt that I was not to photograph railway rolling stock of the

Peoples’ Republic of China!

Approaching Antalya, southern Turkey, in September 2003, our big

Trafalgar tourist coach was stopped by armed traffic police. Very

serious! They wanted to inspect our very expert driver Kamil’s

driving logbook and also his speed log (a circular disc mounted

behind the speedometer which records how much time he spent

travelling over the 90 km/hr speed limit). When he passed muster

without incurring a fine, 45 tourists and our Turkish tour director

gave him hearty applause!



Auckland Days for Girls - an 
update from our oldest team! 

Back in about October 2012, I was at an
All Saints, Birkenhead, Women's
Breakfast meeting. Our vicar, Diana
Court, asked us if we would give a
donation each month to DfG to provide
sanitary pads to girls in Kenya. We said
'yes.' As we live in such a consumer
driven, materialistic world, I thought the
money would be used to buy sanitary
pads and send them to Kenya. I went
home and googled DfG. I was humbled
into the dust when I realised that such a
small thing could make such a difference
to girls' lives forever. As I started sewing
when I was 4, I knew I could and should
help. I rang Helen in Palmerston North,
and the adventure began. The first
shields I made were 'petite' size, in
flannelette.

18

In July 2013, Helen rang and asked if I

would go out to a school in South Auckland

and get them started making 200 kits a

year for Middlemore Hospital which I said

yes to! As I was going down in a sea of

shields and liners for the 3rd time, my

friend Rachel asked what on earth I was

doing. So the Auckland team was formed

and the adventure began.

An excerpt from the Days for Girls 
Newsletter written by our own Rachel 
Haggie and Jeannie Kennedy
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As well as the Middlemore kits and supplying Helen

with components as the need arose, we have sent

kits to Swaziland, around the Pacific on various

private yachts, and on the HMNZS 'Otago' to Samoa.

Amy, the Head Primate Keeper at Auckland Zoo,

took tours to Sumatra to save the orangutans. The

requirement was that all participants took 20 DFG

kits in their luggage. Rachel went on one of the tours

and distributed kits to the Rangers' wives. At the

beginning of Lockdown last year, one of our contacts

was sailing from Opua the next day on a yacht, and

wanted kits to take. We found a courier firm who

delivered them to her on time.

We discovered we are very good at

talking, and never turn down an

opportunity to 'spread the word.' We

have spoken to church groups, Rotary

groups, schools, etc. One talk tends to

lead to another. Through speaking to

Counties Manukau District Health

Board, we tried really hard to get kits

into schools in South Auckland. Through

speaking at Drury Rotary, and their then

President, 'The Jolly Doctor,' we were

asked to speak at Rosehill College at

Papakura. That wonderful group of girls

and boys have made a generous donation

to DFG for 3 years in a row, apologising

last year that we couldn't go and

personally pick up the cheque and they

were sorry it was only for $800 because

of Covid.
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We helped the girls at Carmel College make

kits to send to Madagascar. This year, they

have made contact again to see how they can

help. We supplied kits to a Girls Brigade

Conference, kits to Rawiri Centre in South

Auckland from time to time. We are presently

making kits for the 'Nest' Collective, and they

have found another 2 groups who are

interested in receiving kits. We have yet to

finalise this. We have been instrumental in

setting up 5 or 6 other teams. We have

travelled to Palmerston North for sewing days,

and met Celeste at the Conference in 2018.

Over the time, we have been wonderfully supported

by the same Womens' Breakfast ladies, some of whom

are also team members. As well as the monthly

donation, they will also wash the flannelette, and help

pack, and are very good at spreading the word.

We started sewing in our own homes, mostly Rachel

and I. We hand cut (yes, we had the blisters to prove

it) both the shields and the liners. My husband, John,

watched what was happening and he said, after one

long cutting session, 'I suppose you are going to keep

doing this.' We said 'yes.' So he went on Trade Me and

found and bought, for us, an electric cutter. Now we

are older and wiser, and know we can just rip the

flannelette.

About this time, we had the offer of woman power

from North Shore Soroptimists, and they sewed and

overlocked, and cut etc. for us for several years, as

well as making generous donations to the cause.

When they became involved, the church allowed us to

use the hall for our sewing days, and we still sew

there once a month. We have about 35 members, some

of whom sew up a storm for us at home. The sewing

days in the hall are wonderful. There is so much

chatter and laughter, and yummy shared lunch, I

sometimes wonder how much work we are getting

done, and then, suddenly, at the end of the day, there

it all is!
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We were almost busier than ever

during the first lockdown, making

masks, and through a lady who

lives here, we supplied 350 masks

to a coffee house chain, for which

we received a generous donation.

Covid has resulted in many more

kits going 'closer to home' around

the Pacific. Thanks to Kate

Hargraves, who is a magical

networker, we have been able to

provide kits for container loads

which have gone to Fiji and Tanna

Island. Especially wonderful, as

the containers were also packed

with other necessary supplies,

some of which we collected.

So it has been a great journey. Not only that we

know we are making a difference to girls' lives

forever (so we can't stop), but all the wonderful

people we have met and worked with, and all the

experiences we have had, and all the things we

have done, along the way. Even down to a maths

lesson with my 2 then young grandsons. I had

them counting liners into bundles of 10. They had

no idea what they were counting. Perhaps a photo

for their 21st birthdays! And Zanele's 3 children

helped, and Rachel has a photo of her grandson

having his first sewing lesson. Thank you Helen

and Kate for getting us into this.



Book Review:
When Bad Things Happen 
to Good People and                                                                                                   
Nine Essential Things I’ve 
Learned About Life                                                                                                           
by Harold S. Kushner 

Book review Christine Ball

In November 2020, Chris and I
received the devastating news that our
son Richard had been diagnosed with a
brain tumour. Richard,43, is married to
Sera (tomorrow is their 15th wedding
anniversary), they have a 5 year old
son Sebastian, and a 6 month old son
Alistair, born in March 2021. They live
in Hervey Bay, Queensland, Australia.
We could not immediately travel to
Australia. Covid19 made travel
difficult, and our presence at that
difficult time may have simply added to
the pressure on them.

22

Richard’s name was added to our parish prayer list.

We are grateful for the support we have had from our

church community. One Sunday as I left church, a

book title caught my attention from the library in the

corner. It was Kushner’s book, When Bad Things
Happen to Good People, first published in 1981. This

book has been an international bestseller, going into

many reprints. I read it, and I can see why. Kushner

is a Jewish rabbi, but his wisdom is for all of us.
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He credits the book’s success to the Christian clergy who

read it, gave sermons based on it, placed it in their church

libraries, and recommended it to members of their

congregations who were grieving. It is a book for anyone

who has ever been hurt by life, a book that heals. And who

of us has never been hurt by life events?

Kushner and his wife were told when their son was three,

that he had an incurable condition, would age prematurely,

and die in his teens. Aaron died at age 14. As Kushner and

his wife lived through this personal tragedy, he questioned

why a loving God would cause them to have such pain. They

were a religious couple, who had led good lives. Was this

fair? Were they being punished for sins they were unaware

of? Kushner knew that tragic life events can cause many to

lose their faith. Jews (and Christians?) had been raised to

believe that if they led a good life, God would protect them.

Kushner eventually developed a new theology which he

shares in his book. God does not have control over life

events. He does not cause illness, He does not have the

power to decide who will recover and who will die. But He

gives us the resources to deal with the life events that are

thrown at us, and at our families, friends and neighbours,

our communities. He gives us the strength to be there for

those who are going through pain and suffering, and to

accept it with courage when it happens to us. Kushner

quotes a 19th century rabbi: “Human beings are God’s

language”.

When we are suffering, God sends people to support and care for

us: medical staff, family, friends, our priest, or rabbi. The author of

the 121st Psalm writes: “I lift my eyes to the hills; from where does

my help come?” He does not try to understand or explain his

tragedy, but to find a way to be helped. Kushner writes “His

answer must be our answer as well: My help comes from the Lord,

Maker of heaven and earth”.

In March, we were able to travel to Australia and be with Richard

and his family for five weeks. We were there for the baptism of our

new grandson, who is both a miracle and a blessing. Richard and

Sera are part of the Anglican Parish of St Johns in Hervey Bay.

Richard is being supported by his incredibly strong wife, his

mother-in-law, their friends, and their church community. Our

daughter was able to travel there during the ‘bubble’, and spend

two weeks with them.
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During the current school holidays, Sera’s

cousin and her family have travelled from Far

North Queensland to be with them. Richard

continues to have chemotherapy on a 28 day

cycle. He goes for 10km runs with the baby in a

running pushchair. He drives his older son to

school and back every day. He has resigned

from his teaching position. He felt it was fairer

to the school and the students that a new

permanent science teacher could be appointed.

He appreciates every day of his life in

‘paradise’. Hervey Bay is very beautiful, and

they live on the coast, with views out to sea. At

present, we have had to give up plans to travel

there again. But we exchange messages, photos

and Zoom calls with Richard often. He is

always upbeat, and we must be also. He

wouldn’t want to talk to us if we were being

sad or gloomy. The children are a focus and a

blessing - they keep life normal. On Sundays,

we watch the service at St Johns Hervey Bay

live via Facebook, now at midday since

daylight saving started here. We feel we are

there with them. On 2nd Sunday of the month,

Richard leads the singing, and we love hearing

his voice.

Before this current lockdown, I spotted another book by Kushner in the

parish library, Nine Essential Things I’ve Learned About Life. This is his 13th

book, a memoir, published in 2015. He observes that the religion he now

teaches and practises is very different from the religion he was taught in

his youth, and that he believes the same applies to all organised religion, in

all its branches and formulations. He was born in 1935. His teachers at

rabbinical school were born in the 19th century. Now he is ministering to a

congregation mostly born in the last third of the 20th century, their children

born in the 21st century. Rethinking religion and theology to address the

spiritual needs of that generation has been his life’s work. Chapter 3 of the

new book is titled “God Does Not Send the Problem; God Sends Us the

Strength to Deal with the Problem”. Chapter 6 is “Religion is What You Do,

Not What You Believe”. Chapter 8 is “To Feel Better About Yourself, Find

Someone to Help”. Kushner is grateful to The Source (God) for giving him

the ability to recognize where people hurt and giving him the language to

ease their pain.

Both books highly recommended.
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Shelley Miller Interiors and Designs

INSPIRATION

If a kitchen renovation is at the top of your list, it

could be time to check out Shelley Miller Designs at

Meridian Joinery Limited. Our Philosophy is “You

dream it, we will create it”. With more than 30 years

combined experience, we will guide you through the

many choices available to create your dream kitchen,

from classic to contemporary. Project managed from

concept plan to installation. Appliances at commercial

prices.

KITCHENS       

BATHROOMS          

INTERIORS

Phone: Shelley:  09 441 7289   - Mobile: 027 283 

3735 

email: shelleymillerdesigns@meridian.org.nz

TRADE ME
Geoff Newton (480 8538), with help from Rachel

Haggie (444 1438), continues to raise funds by selling

goods on TradeMe. You can donate goods for auction or

Geoff will sell on your behalf with a small commission

(minimum of 10% for larger items) going to church

funds.

GIVING TO THE PARISH
The ministry of All Saints is only possible by your generosity. If you would

like to join the envelope system, or to set up a direct debit, in order to

claim a tax rebate on your giving, please contact the parish office.

You can also give directly to our bank account number:

12-3035-0541134-00. Please ID your payment with your name in order to

receive a receipt, which can be used to claim the government rebate (one

third of your donations).

https://allsaintsbirkenheadanglican.com/
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